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A complete menu of Sushi Pier I from Reno covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found here on the food list.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

Frydaddy likes about Sushi Pier I:
This place is so delicious and all you can eat for 32 bucks can’t beat that. Probably ate way too much but got to
sample so many different rolls. And the happy ending was delicious. The Marilyn Monroll and the pot stickers
was a huge favorite in our group but everything was absolutely delicious. Decent beer selection as well. read

more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in nice weather, And into the accessible spaces
also come visitors with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Jon Beauvais doesn't like about Sushi Pier

I:
Waited at the sign that says “please wait to be seated” I waited for 20 minutes until I just left. I came another day

and pointed out rotting fish in their case right in front of me and they just smelt it and placed it back.Food: 2/5
read more. The Sushi Pier I in Reno serves various flavorful seafood dishes, and a lot of freshly harvested
vegetables, fish and meat are used to cook healthy Japanese meals. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an

important part of Sushi Pier I. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known meals too ordinary can here
approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients taste, On the

menu there are also several Asian dishes.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Kin� Californi� Roll�
DRAGON ROLL

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Drink�
SAKE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Sush� Roll�
RAINBOW ROLL

SPIDER ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SALAD

MUSSELS

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

UNAGI

WE HAVE

YELLOWTAIL
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Monday 11:00-21:00
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Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
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